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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everybody, thank you, pleased to be here. I’m not an Alaskan, I’m an Oregonian – so happy to be with you today.My name… Project Dev Coordinator... We like to think of ourselves as outfitters for remote communities with biomass technologies that match the needs of that place..Brief examples of what that’s looked like for us and what we think it can look like in the future



About Wisewood 
• Design/Build: Biomass energy installations 

including complete system engineering, 
procurement and construction (EPC) 

• Technical Consulting: Feasibility studies, 
financial modelling, and project management 

• Project Development: Thermal energy 
supply from investor and community-owned 
thermal energy generation assets 

• Territory: OR, WA, CA, ID, AK, MT 
 



 
Grant County Regional Airport 
Containerized Pellet Boiler in John Day, Oregon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the remote communities/regions we work in is eastern OR, far away from the metro centers in the Willametter Valley and without natural gas.Biomass pellet boiler for the regional airport using a modular containerized systemInstalled and commissioned 10 days on-siteWe work with locals whenever we can~50 tons of pellets/yrSaving ~$10k per yearHeats combined USFS Airbase and Grant Co. AirportSystem: 750 MBH (220 kWth) Hot Water Pellet Boiler ~50 tons of pellets used annually Installed/commissioned in 10 days on site in “modular mechanical room” in Summer 2010 $350,000 project costFuel savings ~$10,000/yrFinanced via capital budget of GCRA project: $3.98 million from Connect Oregon II state grant; $800,000 from U.S. Forest Service; $198,700 from FAA; $29,700 from USDA Rural Development Grant; $300,000 



Grant County Regional Airport 
Containerized Pellet Boiler in John Day, Oregon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Containerized system is great for remote areas that may not have much capacity to folks like mechanical installers, etc, since most of the work is done off-site.We’ll be doing a similar pellet containerized system in Pierce ID to heat a community center and poolBreaking ground in October, constructed this year.



Ketchikan International Airport 
Pellet Boiler in Ketchikan, Alaska 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KIA installed earlier this year, ribbon cutting in June (construction started late 2015)WW was lead design consultant and mechanical engineering, supported construction processTongass Forest Enterprises, local company, provides pellets (~100 tons pellets/yr)Offsetting ~20k gal of oil per year, expected to generate $30-50k in savings each yearDesign funded by USDAConstruction funded by AK Energy Authority grant with Ketchikan Gateway Borough providing matching funds~$1M including entire retrofit, etc



Ketchikan International Airport 
Pellet Boiler in Ketchikan, Alaska 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Borough goals:1. renewable energy to replace aging oil boilers2. Used local wood suppliers to promote economic development and encourage other wood energy projects3. Build a showcase project to set example of excellent biomass techWe were told the future of biomass in Ketchikan and possibly Southeast AK was in their hands, because there are some poorly functioning biomass boilers in the region, and people were becoming skeptical of the technology. Biomass boilers are not like liquid fuel boilers, so their design requires some specific analysis to size them right. Some of those systems have issues because they’ve been over-sized for the actual heat load, which means they don’t really ever turn on. We (and I believe the Borough) are really pleased how it came out, and excited that it is set up as a display for visitors and the community to see how biomass can be done well.



Harney Community Energy 
Hog Fuel District Energy in Burns, Oregon 
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Presentation Notes
District energy system means one boiler is providing heat to multiple community facilities. This year serving 3 clusters, planning to add a church early next year, and other facilities in the next few years.Lots of innovating qualities to this project – hog fuel technology, financing, ownershipExample of third-party owner, HCE LLC is owning and operating 1st year, community formed a coop to take over next year and operate long-term. Primary goal for them is economic development and get more facilities on the system.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give you an idea of what I mean by DE. Starts at school…
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Harney Community Energy 
Hog Fuel District Energy in Burns, Oregon 
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Presentation Notes
I mentioned one of the innovating pieces is technology. A key goal of biomass industry we see time and again with clients is ability to use the material that is available. Sometimes that’s pellets, a lot of the time that’s low quality hog fuel – especially in remote places.Burns challenged us by saying that did NOT want to use pellets, despite nearby plant – they want to use local material.This is also where a lot of projects have not worked out, because the tech and system is not actually designed to use that hog fuel material – so you have to use more refined expensive sources, or spend a lot of time babysitting the boiler.We have a very close relationship with an Austrian firm that manufactures the combustion chamber of the boilers for exactly this purpose. It means we can use this kind of hog fuel with high mc and particle size.We see a lot of opportunity for this model here in AK and elsewhere. In Oct we’ll be kicking off a project for the Spokane Tribe to design a construction-ready DE system that will heat a dozen facilities in Tribal core community, looking at third party model.Remote places where communities can come together to take charge of their energy, use hog fuel boiler as anchor to a system that can provide heat and even support other co-product developments, all using the material that is actually available.



Meagan Nuss 
Project Development Coordinator 

(503) 545-8685 
meagan@wisewood.us 

Thank you! 
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